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JOINT AUDIT COMMITTEE 

  DRAFT MINUTES  

Date:                                 18 April 2018                      

Time:                                   10.30 hours                      

Location:                             Conference Room 4, Police Headquarters, Huntingdon                      

Members : Simon Smith Chair 

 Gary Ward  

 Ian Pinches  

 James Morgan  

In Attendance:   

 Jason Ablewhite Police and Crime Commissioner 

 Dan Vajzovic Assistant Chief Constable 

 Nav Malik Assistant Chief Constable 

 Dorothy Gregson Chief Executive for the OPCC 

 Matthew Warren Interim CFO for the OPCC 

 Laura Hunt Supt, Head of Partner and Operational Support 

 Neil Harris Ernst Young 

 Daniel Harris RSM 

 Mike Gill  RSM observing 

 Tony Ollett Head of ICT Infrastructure 

 Chris Savage Chief Inspector, Corporate Development 

Department 

 Vicki Simms Governance & Inspection Officer, Corporate 

Development Department 

 Tanya Little Snr Admin Officer, OPCC 

 

1.  Welcome and Apologies 

 The Chair welcomed attendees and introductions were made around the table. 

Apologies were received from Alec Wood Chief Constable, Alan Baldwin Deputy Chief 
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Constable, Niki Howard Director of Resources, Mike Hindmarch Member, Nancy 

Leversha OPCC, Jo Conlon, Natalie Benton and Keren Pope. 

2. Declarations of Interest 

 There were no new declarations of interest. 

3. Approval of the minutes from the last meeting held on 14 December 2017 

 Apart from a couple of typing errors, the minutes were agreed  

Matters arising from the minutes were mentioned as follows: 

Page 2, Item 5 and page 5 Item 7 would be covered at the meeting. 

Page 8, the Budget Strategy had been shared. 

Page 9, Item 13 the Board assurance Framework was progressing and would be ready 

for the July meeting. 

Page 10, Item 14 Tri-force meeting, SS had made clear efforts to meet with the Beds & 

Herts Chairs to no avail so may suggest observing a Beds meeting.  From a recent CIPFA 

course different ways of working were apparent. Other issues were with collaborated 

units with a lead force. 

Amendment to the Draft Terms of Reference were settled  

It was acknowledged that with the evolution of BCH into a shared services model, 

shared sight of audits in areas where Cambs are operational lead, such as the cyber 

security item on the Agenda, would be especially useful.  There was discussion around 

other collaborative and shared services outside BCH, such as the 7 force Eastern Regions 

and ERSOU.  The Chair would review the direction of travel discussion outside the 

meeting. 

Page 11, Item 17, cover papers noted for information or action would be taken up at 

the next meeting. 

Resolved 

(i) Chair to have further discussions outside of meeting regarding how 

internal audits for BCH and other collaborated functions are considered 

(ii) A new cover sheet process for audit committee reports to be introduced  
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4. Review of Action Log 

 Items on the Action Log were covered during the course of the meeting and it was 

agreed to close all and start afresh. 

1 – Police and Fire business case update and impact on JAC – closed 

2 – RSM to include previous year on appendix B to show full cycle of audits – ongoing 

3 – A schedule of risk based prioritisation of policy review to be shared with JAC for 

information 

4 – Consider an internal audit of integrity controls processes - closed 

5 – Constabulary to consider whether audits with negative assurance should be on 

operational risk register – closed 

6 – Audit Plan 18/19 issues in broader framework be included in plan – closed 

7 – External Audit Plan to be circulated – closed 

8 – MTFS Panel report to be shared with Committee – closed 

9 – Any comments on Tri-Force terms of reference to be fed back to OPCC – closed 

10 – NL to speak to MH at RSM to arrange training dates – closed 

5. 5. Internal Audit Progress Report and Internal Audit Plan 2018/19– RSM 

Be  Tony Ollett updated the Joint Audit Committee (“the Committee”) on the cyber security 

aspect of the Internal Audit progress report – a government led requirement to meet 

an effective cyber environment asking for evidence that the force was fully compliant.  

The BCH review concluded there were a number of well-designed high level security 

controls, although with 5 of the 33 not fully implemented, 1 not started and 3 with old 

evidence, leading to 9 action points.  The force had carried out an ICT health check 

shortly before the audit so was able to know where the problems were.  Another was 

planned for the summer. 

There was discussion around possible problems of patching currently used old 

applications holding historical data, potential other weak points and the suggestion 

from ICT that they be shut down before they break down, a number will be switched off 

6 months after Athena goes live. 

ICT section have a business continuity plan as do all other major departments in case of 

loss of ICT access.  It was reported that the external website is managed by Corporate 

Comms not ICT. 
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The Chair requested need to agree clarity of governance structure with respect to cyber 

security and adequacy of business continuity planning in case IT fails.   

LH spoke about the seized property and controlled drugs audit findings.   Records of 

drugs destruction are recorded on a system called KIMS Property Management System 

and overseen by external audit quarterly checks.  

Assurance was sought around speed of response to potential problems with ventilation 

of seized goods and the health and safety of staff.  LH had been in discussion with 

Estates Dept. about this and assured the Committee it was being taken forward as 

quickly and correctly as possible.  DV was satisfied the risk had been mitigated. He noted 

there was more control available on site, with safety equipment such as breathalysers 

and gloves available.   It was noted that open actions would continue to be reported to 

the committee.   

It was reported that the Police & Crime Plan, draft risk management and HR 

Recruitment reports would be ready at the end of the week.  The BCH PSD review was 

now final and Preparedness for Athena action plan was finalised. 

The Criminal Justice review had been pushed back to the end of April. 

The Chair noted the December minutes expectation of four collaborated reports for 

April and while four were finalised were not quite ready.  The Committee noted that 

management requested a plan for external audit to look at the BCH process to see how 

it could work better.  Effective audit committee oversight of BCH was the priority. 

Capital Accounting 17/18 BCH governance follow up pulled together and partially 

assured.  Would be looked at in the 18/19 follow-up. 

Regarding the BCH Review NM noted much progress had been made but with need to 

be clear whether audits are primary or secondary reviews.  There was discussion about 

JCOB, the DCC meeting structures, Organisational and Operational Support Governance 

Boards.  NM would submit an explanatory report to the Chair. 

Draft Strategy 18/19 – DH had met with management and discussed emerging risks or 

issues, processes and coverage.   

Members had raised points which the Chair had taken up with DH.  These included 

recent 101 response times and much discussed within 18/19 timescales.  Also Business 

Continuity Plans and Forward Plan 19/20.   

A Member noted that while details in the Plan were clear, there was no detail about 

how the work was done, with the report referring only to buildings rather than buildings 

and infrastructure.  DH recognised this was a short eight day audit.  The Member asked 

for reassurance that while accepting the report, could he be advised that the Estate is 
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statutorily compliant, for the benefit of those who use the Estate and those who visit it.  

MW would give assurance of that outside the audit. 

DG pointed out the audit Terms of Reference was phrased to show why we are being 

assessed.  MW would work with the auditors and meet with the Director of Estates, 

noting there was to be discussion of a police and fire joint Estates team. 

DG thanked DH for his constructive partnership approach in developing a challenging 

and useful internal audit programme. 

 Resolved: 

(i) The group noted the report.  

(ii) The Chair requested need to agree clarity of governance structure with 

respect to cyber security and adequacy of business continuity planning 

in case IT fails.   

(iii) DV to report on progress with the actions from the seized property 

internal audit. 

(iv) NM to report regarding meeting and Board structures for BCH. 

6. Internal Audit recommendations progress update – Niki Howard, Natalie Benton & 

Matthew Warren 

 It was agreed that the recommendation had already been covered during the meeting. 

 Resolved: 

(i) The group noted the reports. 

7. External Audit Plan 2017/18 - EY 

 NH presented the EY External Audit Plan 17/18 paper; the overview on page 5 of the 

report which highlighted the focus of areas of risk. There was no significant risk 

envisaged for fraud and revenue.  

Looking at an area of collaboration and spend recorded in one BCH area and not another 

for management and overriding controls. 

A risk area was change of assets for pension liability and actuarial assumptions. 

Materiality risk that accounts not being a true view, was set at 2%.   

Future risks which need to be addressed by the committee was audit of the Fire Service.   
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The Chair thanked Neil Harris. 

Referring to the timeline on communication and deliverables, page 24, the Chair had 

expected more detail (from Item 7 of previous minutes), about what would be 

happening and when with respect to the faster closing down of accounts and would 

therefore seek further assurance, especially given the shorter timeframe.   

A Member stated that much of the report was aspirational but was not clear about 

matters where deadlines had been passed.  NH commented that the paper was a 

planning report but would be happy to provide more detail.  He clarified to the 

Committee that there were no concerns and with implementation of the new system 

they can now on good track to close the accounts. 

 Resolved: 

(i) The group noted the report.  

8. Published HMICFRS reports – Chief Inspector Chris Savage 

  CS presented the report covering two thematic inspections by Her Majesty’s 

Inspectorate of Constabulary and Fire and Rescue Services (HMICFRS), Custody which 

took place in summer 2017 and PEEL Effectiveness which took place in autumn 2017. 

The interim custody report was due and would highlight areas for improvement.   

Inventory and vulnerable people were operational and being addressed. A Member 

asked whether there was adequate qualified staff for vulnerable people and advised 

this would be better covered with implementation of the new Local Policing Review 

(LPR) in 12 days. 

The Chair asked if there was a lack of accountability and scrutiny around custody 

governance.  DV considered that the HMICFRS had not been aware that the area was 

collaborated and this had affected their assessment. 

The hot debrief system was explained whereby HMICFRS briefs the Constabulary on 

initial findings, after which any actions to improve would start immediately.  In this way 

when the formal report is published, improvements are already in hand.  

A custody inspection progress report as due in May and HMICFRS would considered 

again in the summer and this would be covered by the Business Co-ordination Board 

(BCB). 

There was discussion about the LPR reducing management overheads including a single 

crime team to cover different aspects and cover peaks and troughs. The front line 

includes the force control room, enquiry offices and all that deals with officers. The PCC 

noted that as the front line grows, the back office would need to grow to support it. 
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 Resolved: 

(i) The group noted the report. 

9. Strategic Risk Register – Dorothy Gregson 

 DG presented the update on Strategic Risk Management, mentioning risks covered such 

as increase in demand, LPR and 999.  A Member mentioned the language used for some 

action dates were not specific, e.g. ongoing, which offers the opportunity for dates to 

slip.  DG would change future wording to more specific and rigorous actions. 

There was discussion around business plans and current risks from other directions such 

as work with partners.  The frequency of updates to the risk register was discussed, 

currently it is updated six monthly at BCB and afterwards brought to the Committee.  

 Resolved: 

(i) The group noted the report. 

10.  Risk based prioritisation of policy review – Natalie Benton 

 CS presented the paper to update the Committee on progress on the review of 

Constabulary policies.  Additional resource had been given and the Constabulary’s 

policies were up to date at 31st January 2018 and would be updated annually.  New 

timescales were based on area of risk of that policy.  Given that some policies were 

under three force collaboration had reduced duplication and helped in progressing the 

updates. 

The chair noted the good work achieved to address this.   

 Resolved: 

(i) The group noted the report. 

11. Police and Fire Business case update – Dorothy Gregson 

  DG presented a paper to update the Committee following the 26th March approval from 

the Home Secretary for the Police and Crime Commissioner to take on responsibility for 

governance of Cambridgeshire Fire and Rescue Service.  The Statutory Instrument was 

being drafted. The Staff Transfer Scheme, Property and Scheme Of Governance were 

being worked on.   

The Joint Audit Committee would operate across the two organisations/Corporations 

Sole.  The Chair offered help and DG would meet with the Chair soon to discuss.  

There was discussion around the sharing of the 151 officer and the running of group 

accounts through both sets of auditors.  While considered a clear convergence 
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opportunity, statutorily they would be run as separate organisations.   

 Resolved: 

(i) The group noted the report. 

(ii) DG would meet with the JAC Chair soon to discuss JAC governance 

arrangements for Fire & Rescue Service. 

12. Treasury Management Strategy 2018/19 

 MW presented a report to update the Committee on recent developments to the 

Treasury Management Strategy Statement (TMSS) for 2018/19. 

The Annual Statement set out how much borrowing and future spend was anticipated.  

The paper also set the annual investment strategy, mentioning that using funds for 

capital schemes as investment is not good at the moment, but were in a good to 

moderate place at present. 

 Resolved: 

(i) The group noted the report. 

13. Review of Forward Agenda Plan 

 The Chair mentioned pre meetings and follow up feedback held by the Committee 

members.  Cyber security, the BCH Strategic Alliance, updates of structure, ongoing 

issues regarding the Strategic Risk Structure and estates would influence the Forward 

Agenda Plan. 

 Resolved: 

(i)         The group noted the report. 

14. AOB 

 There was no other business. 

15. Date of Next Meeting 

 The next meeting will be held on Wednesday 25 July 2018 at 10.30 am, Conference 

Room 4, Police Headquarters, Huntingdon. 

Members are invited to attend from 09.45am for a pre-meet. 

16. JAC Members Training Thursday 17th May 2018 at Police Headquarters Conference 

Room 3. 
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17. 2018/19 Meeting Dates  

Wednesday 31 October 2018 10.30am Conference Room 3, Police HQ Huntingdon 

Wednesday 30 January 2019 10.30am Conference Room 3, Police HQ, Huntingdon  

 

 

 

 

------------------------------------ 

Simon Smith 

 


